Unknown Computer Virus Detection Inspired by Immunity
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Abstract: A novel Windows PE virus detection approach is presented that draws inspiration from artificial immune system and the structure of the relocation module of the virus. The structure of Windows PE virus is sufficiently analyzed. The dynamic evolution of self and nonself, the presentation of the antigen, and the generation of the antibody are proposed. The experiment is conducted and its results indicate that this approach not only has relatively higher detection rate of unknown Windows PE virus than the earlier known methods, but also has better capability of self-adaptive and self-learning.
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1 Introduction

The ever-increasing computer viruses have caused huge economic losses since the advent of computer viruses\(^{[1-2]}\). Most signature-based antivirus products are effective to detect known viruses but not unknown viruses or viruses’ variants, which make them often lag behind viruses. In other words, antivirus often takes remedial measures to recuperate damage caused by viruses, not preventive measures to control viruses before they occur, and not strictly effective measures to block viruses’ propagation during their epidemic.

Since most computer viruses are platform-dependent, they can operate only on a single operating system. With the operating system transforming from DOS to Windows, most previously DOS computer viruses cannot work in the new environment and Windows viruses including Windows macro viruses, Windows script viruses, and Windows PE viruses are becoming more and more popular. However, Windows macro viruses gradually decrease with the security enhancements of Microsoft’s Office suite, and so do Windows script viruses because of the security enhancements of IE browser. Unlike them, the ever-growing PE (portable executable) viruses are easy to propagate between different platforms and are difficult to detect by antivirus because of their portable file format. In addition, PE viruses have become the favorite target of most virus writers who exhibit their techniques in the virus community. All these actions led to the development and upgrade of PE viruses, which make the antivirus more and more difficult to detect them, let alone to remove them.

As for Windows PE virus detection, antivirus researchers put forth different approaches in literature. Xu et al.\(^{[3]}\) proposed an API sequence based scanner for polymorphic malicious executable. This approach rests on an analysis based on the Windows API calling sequence that reflects the behavior of a piece of particular code. Although it could achieve good experiment results, the construction of the API calling sequences and the similarity measurement between the two sequences take too much computational time. Reddy et al.\(^{[4]}\) presented an n-gram based computer virus detection, which combined several classifiers using Dempster Shafer theory for better classification accuracy. But the training time is too much to apply to the antivirus applications. Tesauro et al.\(^{[5]}\) developed a neural networks based method for computer virus recognition, which they deployed the neural network as a commercial product in IBM. Zhang et al.\(^{[6]}\) proposed a Bayesian theory based method for unknown computer virus detection, which used the difference between the normal programs and suspicious programs to probably recognize unknown viruses. Wang et al.\(^{[7]}\) proposed a support vector machines based approach for unknown virus detection. Zhang et al.\(^{[8]}\) proposed a k-nearest neighbor algorithm based method for unknown virus detection. Chen et al.\(^{[9]}\) presented a program behavior based method for unknown virus detection. Schultz et al.\(^{[10]}\) proposed a data mining based approach for new virus detection. From the technical point of view, the approaches mentioned above are complex for two reasons. First, lots of malicious and benign codes as training dataset are difficult to collect. Second, they would consume lots of times when training the classifiers.

To improve the performance of the detector mentioned above and to effectively detect Windows PE viruses, a novel immune based approach for unknown Windows PE virus detection is proposed. Experiments are conducted and results show that this approach has better efficiency in the detection of known and unknown Windows PE viruses than the others.

In the following, we first describe the logical structure of Windows PE virus in section 2. Then introduce the theory of our detection model which includes the
detection process, the evolution of self and nonself, the antigen presenting and the generation of the antibody in section 3. Section 4 shows the implementation and experiment results. We state our conclusion in section 5.

2 The Logical Structure of Windows PE Virus

PE (portable executable) is the native file format of Win32 and its specification is derived somewhat from the Unix COFF (common object file format). The meaning of “portable executable” is that the file format is universal across Win32 platform; the PE loader of every Win32 platform recognizes and uses this file format even when Windows is running on CPU platforms other than Intel. Windows PE virus takes advantages of the PE file format to spread themselves among different Win32 platforms. Generally speaking, a Windows PE virus must include the following modules\(^{[11]}\) to better infect other host programs, namely, the relocation module, the module of obtaining API address, the module of searching target files, the module of mapping file to the memory, the module of adding new section to infected files, and the module of returning to the target file. The logical structure of Windows PE virus is shown in Fig.1. We will briefly introduce them below.

2.1 The Relocation Module

Normal programs do not concern the location of variables or constants, because their locations in the memory are well calculated when compiled by the compiler program. Therefore, when programs are loaded into the memory, they do not need to relocate the position of variables or constants used in them. The variables or constants are directly used by their names. Similarly, the virus programs also use variables and constants. But the locations of virus variables or constants vary with the infected host programs, because of their attachment to different host programs resulting in different positions of the virus variables or constants when loaded in the memory with the host programs. Since these variables or constants do not have fixed addresses, the virus must rely on itself to relocate these addresses to normally access to the relevant resources when executed in the memory. Therefore, the Windows PE virus must have an inherent relocation module, which is usually at the beginning of the virus program with less code and little change, so as to be correctly executed in the Windows platform. In this study, we extract the relocation module as a gene from the virus to produce antibodies to detect unknown Windows PE virus.

2.2 The Module of Obtaining API Address

Windows programs generally run in Ring 3, the protection mode in the Windows operating system. The system API calls achieve through the dynamic link library in the Windows. Generally, normal programs have an import address table, inside which the actual addresses of API functions are. Thus, when being called by the program, the corresponding API functions addresses can be found in the import address table of the Windows PE file.

However, the Windows PE virus has only a code section, which does not include the import address table so as to reduce the virus source code. Unlike the
normal programs, the Windows PE virus program can not directly obtain the address of API functions, and must firstly identify these addresses in dynamic link library. Therefore, the Windows PE virus must have such module that can obtain the addresses of Windows API functions called by the virus.

2.3 The Module of Searching Target Files

In order to spread themselves, a virus must have to continuously search target documents to implement its infection to expand its influence. Therefore, the Windows PE virus needs a target files searching module.

2.4 The Module of Mapping File to the Memory

Memory-mapping-file provides a group of independent functions that are the association of a file’s contents with a portion of the virtual address space of a process. Processes read from and write to the file view using pointers, just as they would with dynamically allocated memory. The use of file mapping improves efficiency because the file resides on disk, but the file view resides in memory. In this way, the computer virus can quickly infect target files to reduce the possession of system resources. Therefore, the Windows PE virus generally has a memory-mapping-file module.

2.5 The Module of Adding New Section to Infected Files

The most effective way to infect target files for the Windows PE virus is to add a new section to host programs. While adding a new section to the target file, the virus must modify the start code in the place of addressOfEntryPoint so as to firstly execute the virus code. Therefore, the Windows PE virus generally has the module of adding new section to infected files.

2.6 The Module of Returning to the Target File

In order to improve the viability, the virus should not destroy the infected target files. When infecting the target files, the virus should preserve the original value of AddressOfEntryPoint. After the execution, the virus should jump back to the original value of AddressOfEntryPoint to hand over control to the target files. Therefore, the Windows PE virus generally has the module of returning to the target file.

3 The Immune-Based Detection Theory

The main function of the immune system is how to distinguish between self and nonself [12], and thereafter protect self and kill nonself. Similarly, the main function of the computer virus detection system is how to discriminate viruses from benign programs. Given the similarity of the two systems, the computer virus detection system can draw inspirations from the immune system, so as to achieve better detection efficiency. We will elaborately introduce the immune-based approach below.

3.1 The Detection Process

The detection process of our approach consists of the following steps. Firstly, the relocation modules are extracted as virus genes from the viruses by antigen-presenting. Secondly, the qualified antibodies are generated from the virus genes through negative selection. Finally, the generated antibodies are used to detect the known and previously unknown viruses. The logic detection processes are shown in Fig.2.

![Fig.2 The detection process](image)

3.2 The Dynamic Evolution of Self and Nonself

In this study, Self is defined as the protected files, and Nonself suspicious files. Suppose $AG$ is a question domain, that is, $AG = \bigcup_{i=1}^{9} H^i$, and $H = \{0, 1, 2, \cdots, 9\}$.
A, B, C, D, E, F), a hexadecimal number set, i is the positive integer. Self and Nonself satisfy the following conditions, respectively, that is, \( \text{Self} \cap \text{AG} \), \( \text{Nonself} \subseteq \text{AG} \), \( \text{Self} \cup \text{Nonself} = \text{AG} \), \( \text{Self} \cap \text{Nonself} = \emptyset \).

In the immune systems, the self and nonself are dynamic changing with the interaction between them. Similarly, the self and nonself in the computer immune systems change with the infection and the effect. In other words, a self becomes a nonself with the infection, and a nonself becomes a self with the repair. The dynamic evolitional equations of Self and Nonself are as follows.

\[
\text{Self}(t) = \begin{cases} 
S_{\text{initial}}, & t=0 \\
\text{Self}(t-1) - \text{Self}_{\text{del}}(t) + \text{Self}_{\text{new}}(t), & t \geq 1
\end{cases}
\]

(1)

\[
\text{Self}_{\text{del}}(t) = \{s|s \in \text{Self}(t-1) \land \exists y \in \text{SA}(t-1) \land \\
<y, y> \in \text{Match}\}
\]

(2)

\[
\text{Self}_{\text{new}}(t) = \{s|s \in \text{Nonself}(t-1) \land \forall y \in \text{SA}(t-1) \land \\
<y, y> \notin \text{Match}\}
\]

(3)

\[
\text{Nonself}(t) = \begin{cases} 
\text{NS}_{\text{initial}}, & t=0 \\
\text{Nonself}(t-1) - \text{Nonself}_{\text{del}}(t) + \text{Nonself}_{\text{new}}(t), & t \geq 1
\end{cases}
\]

(4)

\[
\text{Nonself}_{\text{del}}(t) = \text{Self}_{\text{new}}(t)
\]

(5)

\[
\text{Nonself}_{\text{new}}(t) = \text{Self}_{\text{del}}(t)
\]

(6)

Where

\( S_{\text{initial}} \) is the \( \text{Self} \) initial set that is composed of 500 normal Windows system files;

\( \text{Self}_{\text{del}} \) is the \( \text{Nonself} \) set that has removed from the \( \text{Self} \) set;

\( \text{Self}_{\text{new}} \) is the new generated \( \text{Self} \) set that is previously in the \( \text{Nonself} \) set, but is removed from it because of their non-matching with any antibodies;

\( \text{NS}_{\text{initial}} \) is the \( \text{Nonself} \) initial set that is suspiciously infected by the viruses.

### 3.3 The Antigen–Presenting

The antigen–presenting is the process that extracts viruses’ genes (virus relocation modules) from the suspicious files to form virus gene pool. The reasons why we choose relocation modules as virus genes are as follows. Firstly, the Windows PE virus relocation module is usually at the beginning of virus source code, and always small and little changed code easy to extract. Secondly, the other modules in the Windows PE virus such as the module of obtaining the API address, the module of searching target files and the module of memory–mapping file are also used in the normal programs. Thirdly, the module of adding a new section the infected files is extremely complex and difficult to analyze, though it is generally not found in the normal programs. The normally relocation module of the virus is shown in Fig.3. We extract the hex codes E8000000005B81EB2E1F4000 as the virus gene by anti-presenting.

The virus gene pool through the antigen–presenting is defined as follows.

\[
V = \{v|v \in \bigcup_{i=8}^{32} H' \land |v| = i \land v = Ap(x \in \text{Nonself})\}
\]

where

\( Ap(x) \) is the antigen–presenting function;

\( v \) is the virus gene extracted from the virus relocation module, whose length is between eight and thirty-two hexadecimal codes.

---

![Fig.3](image-url) **Fig.3** The relocation module of the virus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Hexadecimal</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>$+5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><code>00401F29</code></td>
<td>E8 00 00 00</td>
<td><code>call</code></td>
<td>$+5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>00401F2E</code></td>
<td>loc_401F2E;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>00401F2E</code></td>
<td>5B</td>
<td><code>pop</code></td>
<td><code>ebx</code></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><code>00401F2F</code></td>
<td>81 EB 2E 1F 40 00</td>
<td><code>sub</code></td>
<td><code>ebx, offset loc\_401F2E</code></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.4 The Generation of the Antibody

The acquired immune system that can protect against the specific viruses is generally acquired through vaccination to generate specific antibodies. The antibodies in this study are generated from the extraction of the vaccines in the virus gene pool, which are the virus genes obtained by antigen-presenting. Then, the detectors are generated from the antibodies to detect the viruses. For example, we will generate the detector E8000000005B from the virus gene pool. The detector set is defined as follows.

\[ D = \langle d, \text{affinity} \rangle|d \in \bigcup_{i=1}^{32} H_i, \text{affinity} \in \mathbb{N} \]  

(8)

Where

- \( d \) is the antibody;
- \( \text{affinity} \) is the match between the antigen and the antibody.

3.5 The Detection of Windows PE Virus

After the detectors are generated, they can effectively detect Windows PE viruses. During the detection, the antigen whose affinity with the antibody is larger than the threshold value will be regarded as a virus. The dynamic evolutionary equations of the antibodies and the detection of Windows PE viruses are as follows.

\[ SA(t) = \begin{cases} \emptyset, & t=0 \\ SA(t-1) + SA_{new}(t), & t \geq 1 \end{cases} \]  

(9)

\[ SA_{new}(t) = \{v|v \in D, \forall y \in \text{Self}, <v, y> \notin \text{Match} \wedge v.\text{affinity} \geq \beta \} \]  

(10)

\[ \text{Match} = \{<v, y>|v \in D, y \in AG, f_{match}(v, d, AP(y)) = 1\} \]  

(11)

\[ f_{match}(v, y) = \begin{cases} 1, & f_{affinity}(v, y) / L_v \geq \alpha \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

(12)

\[ f_{affinity}(v, y) = \max(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{|L_v|}) \]  

(13)

\[ x_i = \sum_{j=1}^{L_y} \theta_j \]  

(14)

\[ \theta_j = \begin{cases} 1, & v_i, y_j \geq 1, 1 \leq i \leq L_v - L_y + 1, 1 \leq j \leq L_y \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

(15)

Where

- \( SA \) is the specific antibody set;
- \( SA_{new} \) is the new generated antibody set, whose affinity with self is greater than the threshold value \( \beta \);
- \( f_{match} \) is the matching function between antibody and antigen;
- \( f_{affinity} \) is the affinity function between antibody and antigen;
- \( \text{Match} \) is the set consisting of the antigens and the antibodies matched by the antigens;
- \( \theta_j \) is the affinity value; If there is a matching between an antibody and an antigen, the value is 1, otherwise 0;
- \( L_v \) is the vaccine length;
- \( L_y \) is the antigen length.

4 Experiment and Results

The experiment was conducted in the Computer Virus and Anti-virus Laboratory, Computer Network and Information Security Institute of Sichuan University. Since there is no benchmark data set available for the detection of computer viruses unlike intrusion detection, the data sets including 100 viruses and 500 benign executables were collected from the website VX Heavens\(^{[19]}\) and from system32 folder in Windows, respectively. The main goal of the experiment is to test the detection rate of known and unknown viruses and false-positive rate of the normal files. The experimental results are shown in Fig.4.
Fig. 4 shows that the detection rate of the Windows PE viruses is 97%, the omitting rate is 3%, and the false-positive rate (misidentification of legitimate programs as viruses) is only 3.6%. The good experimental result can own to the detectors generated from the relocation module that is the indispensable part of Windows PE viruses, which make them accurately detect Windows PE viruses with higher detection rate. The detectors can detect most of Windows PE viruses except the shelled and encrypted ones. Since the shelled and encrypted viruses are protected by the shell and the inner binary codes including the relocation part are disturbed with encryption, the detection of them will result in the omitting rate. Meanwhile, some legitimate system programs comprise the relocation module that in turn leads to false-positive rate.

In order to test the performance of the proposed approach, we conducted the related comparison experiments with the currently most mature antivirus technologies including the Kingsoft 2008, Panda 2008, KV 2008, Eset NOD32 and Kaspersky 7.0.

The comparison experiments results are shown in Fig. 5 that the detection rate of our proposed approach is 97%, Eset NOD32 is 94%, Kaspersky 7.0 is 88%, Panda 2008 is 67%, Jiangmin KV 2008 is 55% and Kingsoft 2008 is 44%. Since most antivirus technologies are signature-based, they can only detect known computer viruses, and need to be updated frequently for its effectiveness. If their signature databases do not include a previously unknown virus signature, they cannot detect it. As a result, they have the higher detection rate of known viruses but lower detection rate of previously unknown viruses. Unlike them, our approach is non-signature-based technology, which can detect known and previously unknown viruses. The results indicate that the proposed approach has higher detection rate than the others, and efficiently testify the validity of our proposed approach.

![Detection Rate Comparison](image)

Fig. 5 The comparison experiments results

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The Windows PE viruses have become an intriguing target of most virus writers, which leads to the continuously upgrade of the Windows PE viruses. At the same time, the currently antivirus is impossible to effectively detect unknown Windows PE viruses for most of them are signature–based. We draw inspirations from the immune system and the relocation module of the virus source code, and propose the immune based approach for detection of the Windows PE viruses. The experimental results show that the proposed approach which is non–signature–based not only has a high detection rate, low false–positive rate and low omitting rate, but also its efficiency is better than the currently mature antivirus products.

The future work will improve the detection to take into account shelled information, and extend the analysis to the DLLs and unknown worms, which are presently the most threat to the computer network systems.
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